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Abstract
Two major difficulties encountered in implementing Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging
(MRSI) in a clinical setting are limited coverage and difficulty in prescription. The goal of this
project was to completely automate the process of 3D PRESS MRSI prescription, including
placement of the selection box, saturation bands and shim volume, while maximizing the coverage
of the brain. The automated prescription technique included acquisition of an anatomical MRI
image, optimization of the oblique selection box parameters, optimization of the placement of
OVS saturation bands, and loading of the calculated parameters into a customized 3D MRSI pulse
sequence. To validate the technique and compare its performance with existing protocols, 3D
MRSI data were acquired from 6 exams from 3 healthy volunteers. To assess the performance of
the automated 3D MRSI prescription for patients with brain tumors, the data were collected from
16 exams from 8 subjects with gliomas. This technique demonstrated robust coverage of the
tumor, high consistency of prescription and very good data quality within the T2 lesion.
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Introduction
Proton Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI) is a valuable modality for
diagnosis and evaluation of brain diseases. It allows the measurement of relative
concentrations of brain metabolites and hence evaluation of functional behavior of the
tissue. MRSI has been successfully used for tumor classification, evaluating the extent of
infiltrative gliomas, evaluating tumor malignancy, planning radiation and surgical treatments
and predicting response to therapy and disease progression (1). It has also been used in
evaluating patients with neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and
Alzheimer’s disease (2).

Two major difficulties with implementing MRSI in a clinical setting are limited coverage
and difficulty in prescription. Clinical MRSI protocols typically keep the excited area
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(PRESS box) small to avoid exciting subcutaneous lipids and sinuses that could result in
signal contamination in voxels far from the skull due to the “ringing” artifact and off-
resonance artifacts due to magnetic susceptibility effects. Outer-volume suppression (OVS)
with saturation bands, such as the previously developed Very Selective Suppression (VSS)
bands (3) is typically used to suppress the signal from those areas.

In order to evaluate disease progression, the area covered by the MRSI data needs to match
in subsequent exams from the same patient, which can be a challenge if the coverage
volume is small and if there are differences in head position. Small coverage presents a
problem when imaging multifocal and highly diffuse lesions, such as the ones commonly
seen in patients receiving anti-angiogenic treatment. Improving coverage is also important
for imaging patients with MS, since lesions often occur in multiple regions of the brain.

Several MRSI acquisition methods that did not use PRESS selection have been proposed to
increase the brain coverage. All of them required additional steps to minimize the lipid
contamination. Henning et al. (4) presented the spin-echo MRSI localized by OVS
(SELOVS) technique that used two cycles of OVS (10 suppression pulses in each cycle)
with numerically optimized flip angles to minimize the residual lipid signal in the regions
where OVS bands crossed. The technique was applied to slice selected 2D MRSI at 3T and
later to free-induction decay MRSI at 7T (5). Similarly, Posse et al. described their proton
echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (PEPSI) sequence with a nine-band OVS module and
32x32 spatial matrix for slice-selected 2D MRSI within clinically acceptable acquisition
times (6). Application of PEPSI to 3D MRSI (7) applied filtering of data in spatial domain to
reduce the lipid ringing. Maudsley et al. used a combination of lipid inversion nulling,
increased in-plane resolution (50x50) and iterative k-space extrapolation to reduce ringing
artifacts from subcutaneous lipids (8).

All of these approaches have benefits and trade-offs that must considered in the context of
the requirements of a clinical protocol. While effective in lipid suppression, inversion
recovery negatively affects the SNR of other metabolites and suppresses the lipid peak
within the lesion, which is a valuable biomarker of tumor malignancy (9). Spatial filtering
can reduce ringing artifacts, but leads to loss of spatial resolution. Using a large phase
encoding matrix results in longer acquisition times that may be unacceptable for a clinical
exam. Over-prescribed PRESS selection together with effective OVS scheme can help avoid
the major downsides of PRESS (chemical shift artifacts, rectangular shape), while still
preventing the excitation of a large part of the subcutaneous lipids.

The delicate balance between coverage volume and quality of data is difficult to achieve for
any operator. An oblique PRESS box should usually cover the tumor and as much of the
healthy tissue as possible, while avoiding the skull and sinuses. A number of saturation
bands require manual adjustment. The use of high-order shims (10) significantly improves
the quality of the data, but usually requires an operator to outline a region of interest over
which the shim would be optimized. Finally, the operator usually does not receive
immediate feedback on the quality of prescription, since the data are often reconstructed
offline. All of this makes acquiring 3D MRSI data a challenge in the clinical setting.

Earlier Ozhinsky et al. developed a technique for optimization of the OVS saturation band
placement for 3D MRSI (11). While allowing the acquisition of data from a larger volume
of interest, this technique still requires manual adjustment of the PRESS box size and
position. The PRESS box was kept in the axial orientation, making it possible to cover only
the regions of the brain above the level of the orbits. In their recent paper Martinez-Ramon
et al. proposed using a manually prescribed para-axial slab with automatically placed
saturation bands (12).
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Automated prescription has been used in brain MRI previously to ensure the consistency of
image orientation. Among the proposed approaches was calculation of mid-sagittal planes
(13,14), surface matching (15), active shapes (13,16), aligning to earlier images from the
same subject (17) and to an atlas(18). Yung et al. proposed transforming an atlas-based
manual prescription of the selected slice and OVS bands for MRSI (7).

The goal of this project was to completely automate the process of 3D PRESS MRSI
prescription, including placement of the selection box, saturation bands and shim volume,
while maximizing the coverage of the brain. Unlike MR imaging prescriptions, where the
whole brain can be easily covered, defining the MRSI prescription requires calculation of
the optimal size and position of both the PRESS volume and OVS saturation bands, while
taking into account the constraints imposed by the anatomy. This makes robust automated
prescription crucial for acquiring good quality MRSI data from a large volume of the brain.

Methods
Overview

The automated prescription technique used in this study included acquisition of an
anatomical MRI image (fig. 1a), optimization of the oblique PRESS box geometry,
optimization of the placement of OVS saturation bands (fig. 1d, fig. 2), and loading the
calculated parameters into a customized 3D MRSI pulse sequence (fig. 1e).

To validate the technique and compare its performance with existing protocols, 3D MRSI
data were acquired from 6 exams of 3 healthy volunteers. To assess the performance of the
automated 3D MRSI prescription for patients with brain tumors, the data were collected
from 16 exams of 8 subjects with gliomas.

Image Acquisition and Processing
A series of axial T1-weighted 3D IR-SPGR anatomic images without lipid suppression (fig.
1a) was acquired as part of the clinical imaging protocol (256x256x120 matrix,
240x240x180 mm FOV, 15 flip angle, TE = 2.5 ms, TR=7.8 ms) using a 3T MR scanner
(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Image processing and automated prescription were
performed by a custom software package, that was implemented in Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, MA), compiled into executable code and installed on the scanner console. The
images were segmented into 3D lipid and brain tissue masks using the k-means clustering
algorithm (19) with k=3 (fig. 1b). Morphological opening (brain mask) and closing (lipid
mask) were performed to remove segmentation artifacts. The opening operation uses
erosion, followed by dilation (20) to remove thin and small structures, while preserving the
size of large objects. The closing operation (dilation followed by erosion) fills in the holes
and gaps in the images. A number of inferior slices were removed by finding a cutoff level
where the area of the brain mask was less than 10% of the total area of the image.

Two sets of 3D points, approximating the lipid and brain surfaces, (fig. 1c) were generated
by casting rays onto the brain and lipid tissue masks from the superior, left, right, anterior
and posterior directions with a step of 10 pixels. The coordinate system was defined as X -
right-left, Y -anterior-posterior and Z -inferior-superior with the center of mass of the brain
surface as the origin.

Optimization of PRESS Box Placement
An oblique plane was defined using anterior-inferior and posterior-inferior landmarks on the
brain tissue mask (fig. 2a). The anterior landmark was defined as the most inferior point of
the brain mask, in which the Y coordinate lay within 5 mm of the minimum Y-value among
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all the points of the mask. Similarly, the posterior landmark was defined as the most inferior
point, in which the Y-coordinate lay within 5 mm of the maximum Y-value. These two
landmarks defined the inferior face of the PRESS box.

To find the optimum PRESS box placement, the algorithm iteratively searched for
parameters that minimized the following cost function (fig. 2b):

[1]

where:

Si – faces of the PRESS box

o – origin (center of mass of the brain surface)

Vin – volume inside the PRESS box

d(p,Si) – distance from point p on the lipid surface to face Si

wdist, wpen – weights for distance and penalty terms

Intuitively, the first term of the cost function approximates the volume of the press box, and
if the volume were larger, the cost function would be lower. The second term balances the
effect of the first one by adding a penalty, proportional to the square distance to any points
on the lipid surface within the PRESS box. This discourages the PRESS box from growing
outside the skull. The adjustable parameters were the distances from origin to the faces of
the PRESS box. They were initialized with the standard deviations of X, Y and Z
coordinates of points on the brain surface. The weights were fine-tuned manually to achieve
convergence of optimization to an acceptable configuration. The active-set optimization
algorithm, implemented by Matlab fmincon function (21) was used to find the parameters
that minimized the cost function. The dimensions of the PRESS box were constrained by the
maximum absolute values of X, Y and Z coordinates of the points of the lipid surface.

OVS Saturation Band Placement Optimization
The algorithm that optimized the saturation bands searched for a configuration where the
bands closely approximated the skull surface. Placement of each band was defined by α -
angle around inferior-superior axis, β -angle between the saturation band normal and the
inferior-superior axis and d -distance from origin to the plane of the saturation band. The
inferior band was placed obliquely along the inferior face of the PRESS box. The other eight
bands were initially placed with six bands, forming a hexagon in the axial-oblique plane
(fig. 2c) and two bands placed superior and tilted in the anterior and posterior direction by
30°.

The OVS saturation band configuration was optimized in 3 stages by minimizing the
following cost function with different constraints:

[2]

where:

Si – planes of sat bands
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d(p,Si) – distance from point p on the lipid surface to saturation band i

o – origin (center of mass of the brain surface)

Vout,i – outer volume of band Si

wdist, wpen – weights for distance and penalty terms

Intuitively term 1 of the cost function would be minimal when the planes lie closest to the
lipid surface. The distance term (term 2) added regularization when the planes were far from
the surface. The penalty term (term 3) insured that the planes remained on the outer side of
the lipid surface during optimization.

At the initial stage, only the distances to the bands were allowed to vary (fig. 2c). In the
second stage, the distances to the bands, orthogonal to the sagittal plane along with the tilt
angles of the superior planes were optimized (fig. 2d) In the third stage the placement of
bands, orthogonal to the axial-oblique plane was optimized (fig. 2e). Additional constraints
ensuring that the configuration was symmetrical in right-left direction were imposed
throughout the optimization. At the end of the optimization, the saturation bands ended up
approximately tangential to the lipid surface. The inner plane of each saturation band was
then set 15 mm inward and the outer plane −30 mm outward from the tangent plane (fig. 2f).
This enclosed the lipid surface between the polyhedrons, defined by the inner and outer
planes of the saturation bands.

The calculated PRESS box and saturation bands were overlaid on the anatomical MR
images and displayed using an interactive 3D visualization tool Orthogonal Slicer (L.
Balkay, Univ. of Debrecen, Hungary). If required, the user had an option to override the
automated prescription and place PRESS box and OVS saturation bands manually.

Shimming
The vendor-supplied high-order shimming routine (10) was modified to automatically define
an ROI based on the calculated MRSI PRESS box. This was defined as an ellipsoid fitting
within the PRESS box. The shim currents were calculated to minimize the B0 field
inhomogeneity within the ROI and downloaded to the hardware before the MRSI
acquisition.

Pulse Sequence
The MRSI pulse sequence was modified to allow PRESS box parameters to be loaded from
a file: center (L, P and S), size (X, Y and Z) and rotation angles (α, β, γ). These parameters
were used to calculate the gradient amplitude and RF frequency offsets for PRESS
excitation.

The sequence also allowed the parameters of up to 16 saturation bands to be loaded, as
described in (11). Octagonal selection volume was implemented within the MRSI pulse
sequence by using 5 cosine-modulated saturation pulses (22) to produce 10 saturation bands:
6 along the faces of the PRESS box and 4 over the corners of the PRESS box in the axial-
oblique plane. A protocol could utilize any combination of these OVS methods.

MRSI acquisition
Data were acquired using a commercially available 8-channel head coil and an EPSI flyback
sequence (23) (TE = 144 ms, TR = 1100 ms, 1 cm3 isotropic voxels, NEX=1 ). J-difference
lactate editing with dual basing pulses was used to provide summed data for Cho, Cr, NAA,
and lipids and difference data for lactate as required by the clinical protocol. The PRESS
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volume was over-prescribed (OverPRESS) by the factor of 1.5 to minimize the chemical
shift artifact of PRESS excitation

Raw data were reconstructed offline using an approach that has been described previously
(24,25). Data from each channel were filtered with 4 Hz apodization, Fourier-transformed in
spatial and frequency domains. Phase and frequency corrections, residual water and baseline
removal were performed. Data from different channels were combined using the weights,
obtained from a low-resolution proton-density calibration image.

MRSI Protocols
The data obtained with automated prescription were compared with two existing protocols
(table 1):

Manually Prescribed MRSI (MANUAL)—This protocol used a manually prescribed
PRESS box (superior-inferior dimension: 4 cm) with 6 fixed saturation bands along the
edges of the PRESS box and 6 additional saturation bands that were manually placed by
operators to cover regions of lipid.

MRSI with Automatically Generated Saturation Band Placement (AUTOSAT)—
This protocol used the automatically prescribed saturation bands together with octagonal
selection (11). The PRESS box (SI dimension: 6 cm) was prescribed manually by the
operator in the axial plane. Since the algorithm placed the lower saturation band to cover the
nasal cavities and orbits, the PRESS box was placed above the eye-level.

Automatically Prescribed MRSI (AUTO MRSI)—This protocol used the automatically
prescribed oblique PRESS box, together with an improved implementation of automated
OVS (9 bands). The optimal X, Y and Z dimensions of the PRESS volume were determined
automatically as described above. Octagonal selection (10 bands, 5 OVS pulses) was used
for additional suppression in the corners of the selected volume.

Subjects
The data was collected from three healthy volunteers. Each volunteer received two MRSI
exams on different days with different operators within the period of two weeks. Both exams
included MRSI acquisitions with all the protocols listed above.

The automated MRSI protocol has been implemented in a clinical research protocol for
patients with brain tumors and was performed on 54 subjects during the study timeframe
(June 2010 -January 2011). In total, the technique was used in 62 MRSI exams and was
successful in 52 cases. The automated prescription failed in 2 cases. In 5 cases the tumor
was not covered by AUTO MRSI due to its inferior location and MANUAL protocol had to
be used instead. In 3 cases interpretable data could not be acquired due to scanner hardware
or software failures.

The 8 patients who received two MRSI examinations with the automated protocols during
the study timeframe were selected for this study. The exams were performed after the
patients had undergone surgery and were 3–4 months apart from each other. The patients
were undergoing a course of treatment that included radiotherapy, temozolomide and other
chemotherapy agents. Since the patients were not part of any clinical study, their detailed
medical history was not available. All subjects provided informed consent as approved by
the Institutional Review Board.
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Data analysis
Parameters that were used to evaluate the data included the coverage volume, consistency of
prescription and the quality of spectral data. The coverage volume of the MRSI acquisition
was calculated by generating masks from the parameters, obtained from the headers of raw
data files, produced by the MRSI acquisition. The coverage volume was defined as the
number of spectroscopy voxels within the PRESS box excluding those covered by a
saturation band by more than 50%. Coverage volumes between the STANDARD,
AUTOSAT and AUTO MRSI protocols were compared with 1-tailed t-test with unequal
variances.

To estimate the consistency of the prescription, the volume of brain tissue that was covered
by two MRSI exams from the same subject was calculated as the volume of the intersection
of the aligned coverage masks. For this purpose, the exams were aligned to the same
coordinate system based on the anatomic images using VTK CISG Registration Toolkit
(Computational Imaging Science Group, King’s College London). Bland-Altman
repeatability coefficient RC = 1.96 σΔV and mean ΔV were calculated for covered volumes
for exams from the same subjects (26). Assuming the differences between measurements are
approximately normally distributed, the absolute difference between them is expected to
differ by no more than the RC for 95% of the time.

To compare data quality, the spectroscopic parameters, such as peak SNR, metabolite ratios
and peak linewidth were calculated within the whole covered volume and within the
intersection of all volumes covered by different protocols using software developed in our
laboratory (24,25). Spectral quality within the tumor (for patients with brain tumors) was
assessed by analyzing the same parameters within the T2 lesions as defined by manually
outlined ROIs. The peak heights (real and magnitude) were measured based on predefined
peak regions in spectral data that had baseline, phase and frequency corrections applied, as
described by Nelson et al. (24). The SNR of individual peaks was calculated using the tail
end of the spectra for noise estimation. The SNR values were corrected for the difference in
acquisition times and repetition times (SNR efficiency) using the relaxation constants for
individual metabolites (27,28). Bland-Altman repeatability coefficients and mean
differences (26) were calculated for changes in metabolite ratios within the whole brain
(volunteers) and T2 lesions (patients) using the same AUTO MRSI protocol (test-retest
experiment) and for comparing the values obtained with AUTO MRSI and MANUAL
protocols (measurement technique validation).

Results
All three protocols showed good quality data for the six exams from the three normal
volunteers. Figure 3 shows an example of the covered volumes from different protocols,
overlaid over an anatomical image. Figure 4 shows the calculated coverage volumes of those
protocols in healthy volunteers. The mean fraction of the total brain volume (including the
cerebellum), covered by MRSI was 21±2% for MANUAL, 32±3% for AUTOSAT and
53±7% for AUTO MRSI. Two of the previously used protocols (MANUAL and
AUTOSAT) had PRESS volume dimensions determined by the operators with default SI
dimensions of 4 and 6 cm, respectively. These values were considered optimal by the
operators performing routine clinical-research scans with these protocols and could be
changed on a case-by-case basis. The mean coverage volumes for these protocols in patients
were 227.67 cm3 for MANUAL and 621.8 cm3 for AUTOSAT, as published previously
(11). The resulting covered volumes in these protocols, however, were likely suboptimal and
biased by the operators’ fear of compromising the quality of data and limited time to
prescribe a scan. In contrast, the AUTO MRSI protocol always tailored the prescription to
the subject’s anatomy. While it was not possible to compare the automated prescription to an
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ideal manual prescription, our results show that by avoiding the biases, resulting from the
pre-defined protocol parameters and manual prescription, AUTO MRSI achieved
significantly larger covered volume than the MANUAL protocol with manual prescription
(p<0.0005) and the semi-automated AUTOSAT protocol (p<0.005).

Figure 5 shows an example of a dataset, acquired from a patient using the AUTO MRSI
protocol. The automated prescription was able to cover most of the supratentorial brain,
including almost all of the T2 lesion. The oblique PRESS box covered inferior areas of the
brain posteriorly, while avoiding the orbits and sinuses in the anterior areas of the brain.
Figure 5c shows one slice of the metabolite maps for Cho, NAA, Lipid and Choline to NAA
Index (CNI)(29). Figures 5d-g show axial and sagittal slices through the spectral data as well
as sample voxels from the tumor and healthy tissue. The Cho and NAA metabolite maps
show decreased metabolite concentrations throughout the anterior-right side of the brain,
beyond the region of elevated choline, which could be attributed to the effect of the radiation
therapy. The lipid map shows that only a few voxels on the periphery of the brain had
noticeable lipid contamination. There is a region of elevated lipid within the T2 lesion,
which appears to be coming from the necrotic core of the tumor.

The algorithm was able to achieve high consistency of prescription despite differences in
subject positioning. The purple column on figure 4 shows that in the exams of the same
healthy volunteers, the covered volume was largely the same (average overlap: 91%). In
patients, the technique also demonstrated very good consistency of prescription (average
overlap: 88%). Figure 6a shows the covered volume for two exams from each patient as well
as the volume of the overlap area between the two of them. Mean fraction of the total brain
volume (including the cerebellum) that was covered by MRSI was 56±10%.

The volumes of the T2 lesions and their coverage by MRSI are presented on figure 6b. In
almost all exams the T2 lesion was well covered by the MRSI volume of interest. There was
only one exam (patient 8, exam 1) where a large part of the lesion could not be covered
because most of it was in the inferior regions of the brain. Changes in the T2 lesion volumes
between exams could be attributed to response to therapy or disease progression.

The mean metabolite ratios, calculated within the T2 lesion areas are shown on fig. 6c. In
most cases they show very consistent results between exams of the same patient. Unlike the
healthy volunteers, most patients showed choline that was elevated relative to NAA. For
patient 4 it was not possible to reliably quantify the ratios due to the T2 lesion being very
small (less than 7 cm3). For patient 7 choline became less elevated in the second exam. This
could be attributed to averaging over a much larger T2 lesion. Bland-Altman reproducibility
coefficients and mean differences for coverage volumes and metabolite ratios (test-retest for
AUTO MRSI and comparison to MANUAL) from volunteers and patients are shown in
table 3. All parameters show good reproducibility and small bias for measurement in the
same subjects, compared to standard deviations of parameters within subjects with an
exception of Cho/Cr ratio in patients. This is to be expected, since choline is a major
metabolite that changes due to treatment and disease progression.

The mean NAA SNR efficiency for the whole covered volume in all exams was 0.92±0.63,
and for the T2 lesions it was 0.58±0.31. These numbers were comparable to those of the
healthy volunteers (table 2) and were expected to be lower in the patients due to the effects
of the disease and therapy. Mean NAA linewidth was 12.01±2.81 Hz throughout the whole
volume and 11.43±2.87 Hz within the T2 lesion, which are similar to the linewidths,
observed in volunteers with existing protocols.

Figure 6d shows the mean SNR of the magnitude NAA and lipid peaks within the T2 lesions
in all datasets and their standard deviations. It indicates that the lipid signal was much
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smaller than the signal from NAA and did not interfere with NAA quantification, which is
crucial for interpretation of brain MRSI data.

Discussion
Realizing the true clinical value of brain MRSI requires that data are acquired from the
whole brain as easily as conventional imaging data. The technique developed in this project
came closer to this goal than any of the previous approaches (7,11,12). The data from
patients and volunteers showed that automated prescription was able to achieve much larger
coverage volumes while allowing the acquisition of high-quality data from both the lesions
and the healthy tissue.

The approach taken in this study was different from that of Yung et al., which included
affine transformation of a manually placed MRSI slice and OVS saturation bands from an
atlas coordinate space to that of the patient exam (7). Our technique used a multistep
iterative algorithm to achieve a configuration optimal for the anatomy of each individual
subject. The cost functions were designed for faster convergence using a gradient-based
optimization method. Constraints were imposed on the parameters, which were subdivided
into groups and optimized in multiple steps to minimize the dimensionality of the parameter
space and to avoid converging on a local minimum. That allowed us to achieve a much
shorter calculation time (about 30 sec) than the previous approaches and made it possible to
run the automated prescription software directly on the scanner console. The optimization of
the PRESS box size enabled acquisition of data from the largest possible volume for a given
brain. Finally, in the present technique, the pulse sequence was customized to read all the
prescription parameters from files, automating the entire scan prescription.

Fully automated prescription of MRSI exams has resulted in more comprehensive and
consistent MRSI datasets and reduced the need for time-consuming operator training. A
large coverage volume reduced the risk that some of the diagnostically relevant tissues
would be left outside the volume of interest, while the oblique orientation of the PRESS box
ensured better coverage of the inferior regions of the brain. This is especially critical for
diseases such as multi-focal gliomas, where previously a single acquisition was not enough
to cover all parts of the tumor. Including a large number of healthy voxels in the volume of
interest also improved statistical quantification of metabolic abnormality parameters, such as
Choline to NAA Index (CNI, (29)), which estimates how different a given spectrum is from
that of a “normal” brain.

Automated prescription also improved the consistency of prescription. This is especially
important for serial scans of the same patient. The tissue, that is unremarkable in an earlier
scan might become of interest in a later one. A large overlap between the covered volumes
in these scans will improve the detection of metabolic changes as disease progresses.

Manual prescription of MRSI exams is a difficult and time-consuming task. It took an
experienced operator about 5 minutes to set up a regular MRSI acquisition, compared to
calculation time for automated prescription of about 30 seconds. The use of automated
prescription software will ensure that in most cases the operators could acquire good quality
data by following a simple protocol. This will make adding MRSI to clinical protocols much
easier and will solve many problems in organizing multi-center clinical trials that employ
MRSI.

The proposed technique gave rise to a number of new challenges. Since the volume of
interest is much larger than in conventional methods, B0 variations over the volume of
interest can cause peak broadening and loss of spectral resolution. This was addressed by
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automated high-order shimming over an ellipsoidal shim volume that was based on the
oblique PRESS box and produced excellent results in most cases.

The algorithm could fail to achieve a good prescription in some cases. This could be due to
failures of segmentation logic or failure of the optimizations to converge. These cases were
rare and often corresponded to the subjects with unusual brain structure, such as large
portions of the brain tissue missing due to prior surgery. The automatically prescribed
volume of interest may fail to cover the lesion, or the lesion may be obscured by OVS
saturation bands. That could happen, for instance when the lesion is located in the extremely
superior or inferior regions of the brain. In such cases, the protocol can fall back to manual
prescription. While no automated image analysis algorithms succeed 100% of the time,
effective quality assurance, together with the option of the manual alternative, ensured that
data could be obtained in all cases, as required in the clinical setting.

In some datasets, as with conventional methods, lipid contamination was detectable within
the brain, usually in the voxels adjacent to the skull. Usually the lipid peak was not big
enough to affect the NAA peak. This could be minimized by making saturation band
placement more aggressive. There is an inherent tradeoff, however, between the increase of
the lipid coverage and the decrease of the area from which MRSI data can be acquired. In
this work we aimed to achieve balance between these competing effects by making the
usable volume as large as possible, as long as the level of the lipid contamination was low
enough for data interpretation.

In conclusion, the automated prescription technique described here provided larger coverage
volumes than previous manual protocols while maintaining high quality of data. It also
yielded consistent prescription quality, not dependent on operator skill, and made possible to
include 3D MRSI into the clinical research protocols without the need for extensive operator
training.
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Fig. 1.
Technique overview: (a) anatomical MRI image, (b) segmented lipid and brain tissue masks,
(c) sets of points, defining the brain and lipid surfaces (d) calculated OVS saturation band
and PRESS box configuration, (e) saturation band and PRESS box parameters loaded into
the MRSI pulse sequence.
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Fig. 2.
The stages of prescription optimization: (a) the lower oblique plane was defined using
anatomical landmarks, (b) optimization of dimension of the PRESS box, (c) optimization of
distances to individual saturation bands, (d) fine optimization of saturation bands in the
sagittal plane, (e) fine optimization of saturation bands in the axial plane, (f) defining the
inner and outer surfaces of the saturation bands.
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Fig. 3.
Example of the covered volumes acquired from a healthy volunteer using the following
protocols: red -MANUAL, purple -AUTOSAT, yellow and blue -AUTO MRSI (from
different exams).
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Fig. 4.
Covered volume of the three volunteers using the three protocols that were compared. The
volunteers received two AUTO MRSI acquisitions on different days (yellow and red).
Purple column shows the volume that was covered by both of those acquisitions.
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Fig. 5.
(a, b) Automatically generated MRSI prescription (yellow -PRESS box, purple -saturation
bands), overlaid on top of T2 FLAIR images and T2 lesion mask (red); (c) metabolite maps;
(d, e) axial and sagittal slices through the spectral grid; (f, g) sample spectral voxels from T2
lesion (red, location shown on Fig. 6d) and healthy tissue (green).
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Fig. 6.
(a) Covered volume (cm3) for the two exams of the patients with brain tumors (yellow and
red) and the volume of the overlap area between those exams (purple); (b) The volume in
cm3 of the T2 lesion (green) and T2 lesion covered by MRSI acquisition (blue); (c) Mean
Cho/Cr (blue) and NAA/Cr (green) metabolite ratios and their standard deviations,
calculated within the T2 lesion; (d) Mean magnitude NAA (blue) and lipid (green) SNR
within the T2 lesion and their standard deviations.
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Table 1

3D MRSI acquisition protocols that were considered in this study: MANUAL = MRSI with manual
prescription, AUTOSAT = MRSI with automatically generated saturation band placement, AUTO MRSI =
automated oblique PRESS box and saturation band placement.

MANUAL AUTOSAT AUTO MRSI

Scan Plane axial axial axial-oblique

Automated PRESS box placement ✓

Fixed ROI-edge saturation bands ✓

Manually prescribed saturation bands ✓

Automatically prescribed saturation bands ✓ ✓

Octagonal selection ✓ ✓

FOV (cm) 16×16×16 18×18×16 18×18×16

TR (ms) 1104 1500 1140

Tacq (min) 9 13 13
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Table 2

Mean SNR efficiency and linewidth and their standard deviations of the NAA peak in the datasets, acquired
from healthy volunteers with the protocols that were compared.

MANUAL AUTOSAT AUTO MRSI

NAA SNReff 1.25±0.54 1.38±0.53 1.34±0.48

NAA linewidth (Hz) 10.53±2.1 10.67±1.94 10.92±1.89
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Table 3

Mean values across all subjects, Bland-Altman reproducibility coefficients and mean differences between
measurements of the same subject for coverage volumes and metabolite ratios

Mean RC Mean Δ

V, cm3
volunteers 725.33 141.07 6.67

patients 758.5 184.51 37

Cho/Cr

volunteers 1.24 0.045 0.031

volunteers (AUTO MRSI vs. MANUAL) 0.041 0.059

patients 1.77 1.683 0.043

NAA/Cr

volunteers 2.23 0.018 0.002

volunteers (AUTO MRSI vs. MANUAL) 0.027 0.13

patients 1.20 0.57 0.009
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